Hospital 'Steps Out Of Dark' ✯ Mental Care Unit Opens Doors To Press ✯

By NADINE CLARKE

Psychiatric treatment in Oklahoma City took a step toward the light of day on Tuesday with the opening of Oklahoma City's new mental care unit at the Oklahoma City Hospital.

The unit, which is part of the larger University Medical Center complex, is designed to provide a comprehensive range of mental health services, including inpatient and outpatient care, as well as consultation and education.

The opening ceremony was attended by patients, staff, and community leaders, who celebrated the new facility as a significant advance in the provision of mental health services in Oklahoma City.

Westmoreland Forecast

U.S. Commander Sees War's End

Board Races Led By 'Psychiatrists'

Two psychiatrists led the board of directors of the American Psychiatric Association at its annual meeting in Miami Beach, Florida, last week. Dr. Benjamin B. Cohen, president of the American Psychiatric Association, announced that the two psychiatrists who were elected to the board were Dr. John H. Sifton of New York and Dr. William F. O'Sullivan of Boston.

The two psychiatrists were elected by acclamation and are expected to serve on the board for a period of two years.

Fierce Battle Continuing On Hill 875

Radnor (CTA) — Despite heavy loss of life, both sides continued to battle for control of Hill 875, which is considered vital to the defense of the town.

One of the last places where the two sides were engaged was on the slopes of Hill 875, where the enemy was attempting to gain a foothold.

Bonds Forced For Expansion Of City School

The board of education of the city of Oklahoma City voted unanimously to issue bonds to finance the expansion of the city school system.

The bond issue, which will be issued in the amount of $1 million, will be used to construct new schools and to improve existing facilities.

State Changes Plan For Freeing Parolees

Under the old method, parolees were required to be gainfully employed. However, under the new plan, parolees will be allowed to remain unemployed for a period of six months after their release.

The new plan was announced by the state parole board, which said it believes that parolees should be given the opportunity to establish themselves in the community before being required to find employment.

The plan, which is intended to provide parolees with the opportunity to become self-supporting, will be phased in over a period of three years.

Housing Fund Softened

Renewal Funds Threatened?
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Warmack Has Weaknesses

He Loves That Steak

MEMPHIS BOMBS BLAZERS

Tom Wright

Blazers' Pilot Fined, Suspended For 1 Tilt

Bert Clark's Ordeal Finally Finishes
When you buy a Solid Ash Bedroom . . .
You're making an investment in the future!

That's right! Because when you buy a suite that's this well styled and this well constructed, you're not just buying a bedroom suite — you're buying an investment in the future of your home. This suite is made of solid ash and will last you as long as you could want! The styling is the newest, Mediterranean, and will be right in step for years. So . . . whether it's for you or the kids, come see this offer today. You can't go wrong at Evans.

Double Dresser
Framed Mirror
Full Size Bed

Buy on terms as low as $5.00 per week!

$183.33

EVANS FOUR BEST BEDDING BUYS!

**SIMMONS**

Hotel Motel Deluxe

This famous Simmons Hotel Motel deluxe was made to the exact specifications set by hotels and works across the nation. And now we offer this beauty to you at your choice of twin or full size for only.

YOUR CHOICE

$35

Each Piece

Aristoquilt

38-40% wool in this mattress and you will feel comfort when you are lying down by nothing on your present mattress. Enjoy new firm body support that will give you the healthiest rest you need. The Aristoquilt has a 14 gauge and ending in a full mattress with 24 coils. Your choice of twin or full size for only.

YOUR CHOICE

$45

Each Piece

Scotchgard

This is a Simmons air-tight and one of the best that Simmons makes. With all the quality and durability you must and need, it is a necessity. It comes in a mattress with a steel spring, a heavy-duty cover for larger water and it is treated with Scotchgard. Your choice of twin or full size for only.

YOUR CHOICE

$49

Each Piece

Deep Sleep Deluxe

This Simmons mattress is designed to give you extra firmness, along with the support comfort you demand and with a Simmons support box. 100% cotton felted bottom is the softest, most comfortable support where you need it. The United Colors and white firmness point covers are perfect for every Simmons mattress: firmness, medium, ideal. Mattress has an extra soft, extra soft to the touch, 100% cotton felt top for comfort. Pre-bent bottom won't warp or sag. Twelve soft air vents to keep Simmons-permeated handle.

YOUR CHOICE

$59

Each Piece